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High intensity, short pulse lasers can be used to accelerate electrons to ultra-relativistic energies via

laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) [T. Tajima and J. M. Dawson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 43, 267

(1979)]. Recently, it was shown that separating the injection and acceleration processes into two

distinct stages could prove beneficial in obtaining stable, high energy electron beams [Gonsalves

et al., Nat. Phys. 7, 862 (2011); Liu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 035001 (2011); Pollock et al., Phys.

Rev. Lett. 107, 045001 (2011)]. Here, we use a stereolithography based 3D printer to produce

two-stage gas targets for LWFA experiments on the HERCULES laser system at the University of

Michigan. We demonstrate substantial improvements to the divergence, pointing stability, and

energy spread of a laser wakefield accelerated electron beam compared with a single-stage gas cell

or gas jet target. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4874981]

Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) is a method of

accelerating electrons to high energy using a high intensity

laser coupled to plasma waves.1 The laser pulse first ionizes

the gas to produce a plasma. Electrons are subsequently

expelled from the vicinity of the pulse due to the pondero-

motive force of the laser. Ions, being much heavier than the

electrons, are too slow to move on the time scale of the laser

(30 fs), and therefore, a moving positive space charge is set

up, the electric field of which can accelerate electrons behind

it to ultra-relativistic energies.5–7

In practice, three types of targets have typically been

used for LWFA: gas jets,8 gas cells/capillary targets,9 and

pre ionized capillary targets.10 The gas jet relies on super-

sonic flow through a conical nozzle to produce a uniform

density. These devices are the least complicated and the easi-

est to align and operate, but the shot-to-shot reproducibility

of the density profile may be limited. A gas cell consists of a

large gas-filled cavity with a laser entrance and exit hole on

either end. The advantage to using a gas cell lies in its ability

to produce a very uniform density profile at low densities,

and they have been shown to demonstrate increased stabil-

ity.11 Capillaries are long, narrow (100 lm diameter) cavities

that may be etched into a Sapphire block, and filled with a

gas. A discharge may be used to pre-ionize the plasma

and generate a guiding density profile through thermal

expansion.10

Precise control of the density profile of the gas in the

interaction region is crucial for LWFA experiments.

Typically, a high-density gas is desired for injecting the most

charge into the wakefield for self injection.12 However, at

high densities the electron beams will quickly outrun the

laser pulse, resulting in a process called dephasing where the

electron beam begins to become decelerated by the reversed

electric field of the wakefield. This process limits the maxi-

mum attainable electron energy. One way of overcoming

these competing requirements is to separate the injection and

acceleration processes and to reduce the plasma density in

the acceleration stage. Injection mechanisms include ioniza-

tion induced injection,13,14 using a second laser pulse,15 and

density ramp injection.2,16 The requirements of these two

competing processes, injection and acceleration, mandate

some compromise with a uniform density gas target.

However, by tailoring a 2 stage gas structure, the interaction

can be separated specifically into an injection region—to

trap charge in the wakefield—and an acceleration region—to

maximize energy. Injection methods such as density gra-

dients2 and ionization injection3,4 have been tried previously

in two stage acceleration.

Using stereolithography three dimensional (3D) printing

methods, in which a laser is used to cure individual layer of

plastic so that features on the sub-100 lm scale are attain-

able, has previously been explored for producing gas nozzles

for laser plasma applications.17 For electron acceleration, the

ability to build and test complex gas targets with a short turn-

around provides a method for rapid improvements and high

flexibility in gas target design. In this paper, we show that

rapid prototyped two stage gas cell targets can be used for

LWFA experiments and demonstrate improved divergence,

pointing stability, and energy spread relative to our gas jet or

single stage gas cell targets.

The experiments were performed using the HERCULES

laser at the Center for Ultrafast Optical Science at the

University of Michigan, a Ti:Sapphire laser with central

wavelength of 810 nm, pulse duration of 35 fs, and with

on-target power for these experiments ranging from 70 TW

to 110 TW. The linearly polarized laser was focused using

an f/20 off-axis paraboloidal mirror (2 m focal length) to a

spot size of 22 lm, corresponding to a peak on-target inten-

sity spanning (6 – 9)� 1018 W cm�2 (normalized vector

potential of a0¼ eE/mecx0¼ 1.7 � 2.1). Typically, 27% of

the laser energy is within the focal spot diameter. The laser

pulse was incident on either a gas jet or gas cell of lengtha)Electronic mail: agrt@umich.edu
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10 mm containing either helium gas or a premixed gas mix-

ture of 2.5% nitrogen and 97.5% helium, with electron num-

ber densities measured by interferometry to be in the range

(0.3� 1.0) � 1019 cm�3. The electron beam was deflected by

a 0.75 T magnet onto a phosphor scintillating screen

(LANEX regular), which was imaged using a charge coupled

device camera to produce an energy spectrum in the horizon-

tal direction and pointing and divergence information in the

vertical direction.

Gas cell targets were designed using the Solidworks

CAD package, and their performance was analyzed using the

COMSOL Multiphysics computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) platform.22 After verifying the capability of the

design, the gas cells were manufactured using the University

of Michigan Medical Innovation Center’s Viper SLA stereo-

lithography 3D printer. In this system, a UV laser is focused

into a tank of liquid photopolymer, curing a specific region

of the photopolymer at each scanning location to solidify the

plastic. Once the laser has scanned a specific layer, the build

platform rises and the next cross-section can be cured. This

device can achieve accuracies of approximately 100 lm in

the horizontal plane and 20 lm in the vertical direction.

Additionally, this system has been shown to produce rigid

plastic structures that can hold densities well exceeding the

desired operational pressures.17 Our gas cells were compared

with a standard gas jet design.8 Fig. 1 shows the computer

generated model of a 10 mm gas cell, along with photo-

graphs of new and used 3D-printed cells. After 500 shots at

100 TW (Fig. 1(c)), the plastic shows significant discolora-

tion due to damage from scattered laser light, and a slightly

enlarged entrance and exit hole (approximately 50% larger),

but the gas cell is still useable.

The gas cells have a large base on which to mount a

solenoid valve. When a pulse is sent to the solenoid valve,

the reservoir of the gas cell is filled from the input to the

base through six off-axis holes. A viewing window on either

side is covered with a 1 mm thickness glass microscope slide

cut to the appropriate size. The cells are designed such that

the gas reaches an equilibrium in the cell thus producing a

time-independent density profile. The inlet and outlet are

sized to allow for the entrance and exit of the laser pulse

while still maintaining the steady state flow and desired den-

sity profile.

A second design was a two stage gas cell (similar to

Ref. 4), in which the gas type and density in each stage are

independently controlled. The first stage is a 1 mm long

“injector” stage with an input using a standard solenoid gas

valve configuration at the bottom. The second stage is an

8 mm length “acceleration” stage with a separate input in the

back of the cell. There is a separating wall of thickness 1 mm

between the injector and accelerator stages. Holes of diame-

ter 0.5 mm were made in both the outer walls and the sepa-

rating wall for the two stage cell, which were aligned along

the central axis to allow the laser to propagate through.

The expected density profile in the region between the

two stages was studied using COMSOL CFD in order to ver-

ify that each stage provided individual control of the density

across the path of the laser, since this region could not be

optically probed. Simulations confirmed a steady state could

be reached, so the gas cells could be pulsed without having

to worry about timing jitter. By placing different backing

pressures at each inlet of the gas cell, it is apparent that this

two stage cell affords a significant amount of control over

the density profile. However, it is important to note that there

is some flow between the two stages, which means that each

stage is not completely independent. This meant that the

density in each stage has some dependency on the backing

pressure in the other stage. To optimize injection and accel-

eration, a two-dimensional density scan was necessary.

Fig. 2 shows how the average beam charge, peak energy,

divergence, and deviation from center varied with the pres-

sure in the two stages for a particular sized gas cell.

In these experiments, the targets investigated included: a

10 mm gas jet with either pure He or He with a 2.5% N2 gas

contaminant; a 10 mm single-stage gas cell emitting either

pure He or He with a 2.5% N2 gas contaminant; a two-stage

gas cell, which contains He with a 2.5% N2 gas contaminant

in the “injection” stage and pure He in the “accelerator”

stage.

Figure 3 shows an example series of consecutive scintil-

lating screen images of the electron energy spectra under

density optimized conditions for these different gas targets.

The raw data highlight the typical improved stability in

pointing, energy spread, peak energy, and divergence that

the two-stage gas cell provides compared with the single

stage gas targets. Figure 3(a) shows consecutive shots with a

FIG. 1. (a) CAD model of 10 mm gas

cell produced using solidworks, (b)

unused gas cell, (c) gas cell after 500

shots at 100 TW laser power, and (d)

interferogram of a two stage gas cell

probed through the side windows. Inset

panel shows the reconstructed plasma

density profile after an 80 TW shot.
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10 mm gas jet at 100 TW, displaying typical fluctuations of a

long gas jet. Switching to the 10 mm single-stage gas cell

with only 70 TW (Fig. 3(b)) shows improvements in peak

energy, however, it also shows significant dephasing at this

laser power (a lower laser power requires a higher optimal

density and therefore a shorter dephasing length). This is

remedied in Figure 3(c) by switching to the two-stage gas

cell, producing electron beams with peak energies as high as

400 MeV, with significantly better stability. The same trend

can be observed at higher laser power, with the two-stage

cells providing consistently more stable electron beams at

110 TW and some control over the “dark current”18 because

of the injection only occurring in the first stage by tuning the

density (Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)). In all the cases shown in Fig. 3,

He was used as the gas medium, except for the two-stage gas

cell where the acceleration stage was He but the injector was

the He/N gas mixture.

To statistically study the comparative performance of a

two-stage gas cell verses a single stage gas cell or a gas jet, a

large quantity of data were collected and analyzed as a function

of laser power. Fig. 4 shows a summary of various electron

beam parameters over a large data set with different gas targets,

with each point representing a shot run of 48 shots on average.

Although these data are averaged over shots at slightly different

gas densities, in the range (0.3� 1.0)� 1019 cm�3, the densities

are all close to the threshold where electrons are generated, i.e.,

where the highest energy electrons are observed, depending on

the laser power. Each point comprises the mean, maximum,

root mean square (RMS) of that parameter taken for the entire

density range of shots explored, which is more comprehensive

than the representative shots shown in Fig. 2. These data are

separated by target type and injection method (self-injection or

ionization injection).

As can be seen from the data, the single-stage gas cells

with ionization injection show the greatest overall beam

charge, because they guide the laser pulse well, while contin-

uously injecting charge throughout the entirety of the 10 mm

cell (Fig. 4(a)), whereas the two-stage gas cell only traps

charge in the injector stage. The charge measured from the

gas jet is also lower than the single-stage gas cell even for

ionization injection, which is likely to be related to the lower

stability of the overall interaction relative to the gas cell. It is

not altogether clear why the 10 mm gas jet does not show

similar results to the 10 mm single stage gas cell. It may be

related to the supersonic flow having significantly more

stringent demands on manufacturing to prevent turbulent

flow or hydrodynamic shocks. Alternatively, it may be that

the shallow density ramp interface of the gas cell is benefi-

cial to the laser propagation.

The gas jets tend to achieve lower peak energies, which

is also likely to be related to the instability of the electrons

generated by the supersonic nozzle at the 10 mm length. The

two-stage and single-stage cell show similar peak energies,

which is expected as the electrons are accelerated over simi-

lar distances and the gas flow is similar. A significant

improvement is the reduced energy spread of the electron

beam from the two-stage gas cells relative to the other tar-

gets, which is clearly due to the separation of the injection

and acceleration processes and is related to the lower charge

observed. If too much charge is trapped in the wakefield, it

will significantly modify the field structure.19 In addition,

continuous injection will evidently result in a large energy

spread.

The pointing stability is clearly improved for the gas

cell targets relative to the gas jet, which is likely to be related

to the other improved characteristics such as the peak

energy. The divergence of beams from the single-stage gas

FIG. 2. Various average electron beam parameters as a function of backing

pressure to the two feeds of the two-stage gas cell. (a) Charge, (b) peak

energy, (c) beam divergence, and (d) deviation from center. Pressures are

shown instead of densities because of the interdependency of the two com-

partments. With pressure supplied to one stage at a time, the interferometri-

cally measured densities n are linearly dependent on the input pressure p.

For stage 1, the relationship is n¼ 1.2� 1018 cm�3(p/psia) and for stage 2,

the relationship is n¼ 3.5� 1017 cm�3(p/psia).

FIG. 3. Series of consecutive scintillat-

ing screen images showing electron

energy spectra under density optimized

conditions for acceleration in pure He

gas for a (a) 10 mm gas jet for

PL¼ 100 TW, (b) 10 mm single-stage

gas cell for PL¼ 70 TW, (c) 10 mm

two-stage gas cell for PL¼ 70 TW, (d)

10 mm single-stage gas cell with

PL¼ 110 TW, and (e) 10 mm two-

stage gas cell with PL¼ 110 TW. For

the two-stage gas cell, the first stage

contains a 2.5% N contaminant.
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cell and the gas jet are similar, indicating that this may be

more related to the increased charge trapped relative to the

two-stage gas cell. By controlling the charge injected, the

RMS beam divergence produced by the two-stage gas cell is

comparable to reported results for electrons beams generated

in capillary guided LWFA.20 The best pointing stability

of the gas is also similar to the results from capillary

waveguides.

We have shown that rapid prototyping using stereoli-

thography based 3D printing can produce gas cell targets

which demonstrate significant improvements in charge, sta-

bility, and maximum energy of the output electron beams

compared with our supersonic gas jet. A single-stage gas cell

with ionization injection can be implemented for high beam

charge applications. We have shown that the two-stage gas

cell shows an additional improvement over our single-stage

gas cell and gas jet targets in terms of energy spread, diver-

gence, and pointing stability. Because of the flexibility and

cost effectiveness of the rapid prototyping process, variable

length gas cells, or more complex staged structures may eas-

ily be produced for laser-plasma interactions. In addition,

applications for LWFA such as phase contrast imaging using

the betatron x-rays21 require energy and pointing stability of

electron beam as well as a small x-ray source size.

This work was supported by NSF CAREER Grant No.

#1054164, DARPA under Contract No. N66001-11-1-4208,

and NSF/DNDO #F021166.
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